Economics 475  Economics of the European Union

**Titles of Papers**

Note: Some of these papers got very high grades and some did not. Papers that are either too general (e.g. Overview of the EMS) or of marginal interest to the EC (e.g. relation with a non-EC country with which the EC has little interaction) or focusing mainly on a field other than economics (e.g. economic geography, political sciences) do not get the best grades.

Norway: the Positives and Negatives of EU Enlargement
Free Trade and Peace in the EU
The Polish Transformation
Effects of European Union Expansion
The European Investment Bank
The Economic Implications of Integrating Central and Eastern Europe into the EU
France and the CAP
EU Enlargement and CAP Reforms
The Evolution of CAP and the Effects of Expansion
The Battle for Genetically Modified Foods
The Effects of Restricting Packaging Ham and Cheese outside Prada
Globalization in the Automotive Industry within the EU
The Economics of Social Policy in the EU
The Implementation of a Single Market Program and Telecommunications
Europe a la Carte: Norway and the European Economic Area
The Convergence Criteria of the Treaty of Maastricht and its Issues
The Maastricht Treaty
Introducing the Euro
Monetary Theory and the Effects of the Euro
The Advantages and Disadvantages of the Euro
The Successes and Failures of the Euro – the Fluctuating $/Euro that is a Result
German Reunification
The Turkey Challenge
L’Economia Italia: 1992 Crisis
Norway
Spain’s Economic Integration with the EU
Russia – the Powerhouse of the EU
The Cow and the Bear: Economic Relations between the EU and the Russian Federation
Celtic Tiger: Ireland and the EU/EMU
Ireland – the Celtic Tiger _ Past, Present and Future
Miracle of Low Unemployment Rate – Netherlands
European Unemployment – Causes and Solutions
Unemployment in the EU: a look at the Causes and the (Possible) Remedies
The Current Battle: The Euro versus the Dollar
Britain and the Euro? Not so Fast
The UK Ambivalence towards the Euro
Is the UK ready to take the Plunge on the Euro?
Theories of Costs and Benefits of Great Britain’s Potential Membership in the EMU
Great Britain’s Reluctance to join EMU
Britain and a Single Currency – to Euro or not to Euro
Should the Stability and Growth Pact of the EU be Changed?
The Euro, costs and benefits
Changes in Common Fisheries Policy
Environmental Policy of the European Commission
The Euro
The Accession of the Greek Economy in the EMU
The CAP: Past, Present, and Future
The Cap and Pressures for Reforms
The Euro versus the British Pound; should Britain adopt the Euro?
FDI in the EU
The policies of EU towards Trade and Economic Relationship with China
The Weakened Dollar and the Euro
EU's Fiscal Policy and SGP
Ireland's Prosperity Why, How and Where Now?
taxation and Expenditure Policy of the EU
A Comparative Analysis of a Member State and a Candidate State
Will they or Won't they?
Britain's Dilemma
The Impact of the CAP on Developing Countries
Economic War with Iraq: dollar or Euro
GATT and the EU
The EU and Bosnia Herzegovina: Rebuilding with Economic Policy
Greece and its Entrance in the EU
China's Accession to the WTO and the EU
Consequence of Ireland's admittance into the EEC
The UK Question: to Join or not to Join
Sweden's No Vote: An Economic Approach to Sweden's Rejection of its Euro Referendum
Poland and the EU: are they meant for each other?
The Euro: the Pro and Cons of a Single Currency
The Cause of Unemployment in the EU for the Period 92-97
A Look at the European Monetary Policy and the UK
Will the Entrance of Euro Harm UK?
Switzerland: an Economic Overview and Implication with the EU
European Monetary Union (EMU)
Overview of European Monetary Policy
Will benefit Exceed the Cost of the Euro?
Unification: Cost and Solutions (Germany)
Italy: a Focus on the Southern Economy
Fiscal Policy with EMU
The CAP
Oil in Europe
Should Turkey be granted full EMU Membership?
Labor Movements in Germany and its Impact to the Economy
CAP
The Economic Implications of Estonia's and Latvia's Accession to the EU
Africa and the EU, Room for Change
Russia and the EU
European Monetary Union - Accomplishment and Further Implications
Futebol; Portugal Saving Grace
UK's 92 Currency Catastrophy
Greece: an Economic Overview
Ireland Real Estate Bubble
EU's Enlargement: What Prospects for Ukraine
Bulgaria on its way to the EU
Trade of Automobile between the EU and the Rest of the World
WTO in UK and Free Trade
The EMU, UK, and OCA Theory
Turkey's Admittance: "Yes…but"
The Common Fisheries Policy
Economic Relationship Between EEU and Korea in the 90ies
Turkey and the EU
The Champion Beneficiary: Spain and its Structural Funds
German Unification and its Effect on the EC
The UK Reluctance to the Euro
Can Further Economic Integration be Postponed?
The CAP: a Policy worth Reforming
The Celtic Tiger: The Republic Of Ireland's Boom In The Past And Present
The EC And The Economy Of The UK: Disappointment
R.E.A.C.H. and the Effects it has, or will have, on the EU
French Social Policy: Causes And Effects, And A Comparison With The U.S. System
Why The UK Decided To Forgo Joining The EMU After Its Traumatic Experience With The ERM?
From Lira To Euro: The Effects Of Eurozone Currency In Italy
Turkey's Attempt At Integration Into The EU
Unemployment Rates Of E.U. Member States: Comparisons, Causes, And Compromise
Labor Policy in France and the EU
The Comparison Of Minimum Wage And Production In EU And US
Has The EU Transitioned From A Banking, Service, And Labor Based Economy To The Lisbon Strategy?
Should Sweden Join The EMU
The Bountiful Bundesbank
The European Union's Sugar Regime
The CAP As A Failed Institution
Prudence Or Procrastination? An Analysis Of The UK’s Slow Integration Into The EU
The Effect Of The Common Agricultural Policy On Central And Eastern European Agriculture In Light Of The 2004 And 2007 Expansions
Where Should Europe Look For Future Energy?
Spain And Poland: A Comparison Of Their Integration Into The EU
Trade Relations: European Union And China
Labor Market And The Effects Of Immigration
Going Out Of Business: How The CAP Is Affecting The Third World Agricultural Market
The Cotonou Agreement: The EU And Sub-Saharan Africa
France's High Unemployment Rate
Energy Policy In The EU: The Need For A Common Energy Infrastructure And Diversification.
The New Standard For Foreign National Reserve
Belgian’s Other Sweet Sensation: Private Banking
EU’s Role On Taiwan-China Cross Straits Relations
Employment Movement In The EU
Labor Policy: France And The EU Vs. The USA
Energy Security Of The European Union